MPP - 103

by Alchemi

A Sum of Money
A number of currencies are clued by wordplay only. After completing the
grid, count the Ls, Ss and Ds and express the total as a sum in pounds,
shillings and pence.
1
2
Across
1 Drain oddly
missing in church
10
vessel (6)
4 Suddenly
developed special
12
way down (8)
10 Men's egos a
difficulty in
15
following the line
(2-7)
11 Princess Diana
19
initially turned
round (5)
22
12 One missing 11's
23
24
backing (4)
13 They get away
deviously across
27
bend (10)
15 Company board
is corrupt (7)
29
16 Pole holding
everything back
(6)
19 Some tears may
protected
be healthy and
American leaving
cheerful (4,2)
(8)
21 Deer guards
30 Burden second to
badger's home as
go off (6)
a favour (7)
Down
23 Theatre where
1 Running event
accountants are
reverse of old
in their element?
hunt (4,4)
(10)
2 Gypsies' friend
25 When Advent
runs over with a
starts in reverse
lot of whiskey
(4)
(6,3)
27 Partly unwraps a
3 Is acquainted
refrigerator (5)
with said feature
28 Delilah changed
(4)
opening, using
5 President, once
only the middle
dead, is stuck (7)
bits (9)
6 Words no longer
29 Was rude to
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used in logs held
around (3,7)
A number finally
getting disease
(5)
Coercion
procedures seem
incomplete (6)
Snake swallows a
pound (6)
Arrest Capone,
taking note of
security (10)
Leading
breakdown of
heat death (2,3,4)
Determining City
is in very steep
decline (8)
Crashes

21
22
24

26

aeroplane
without an
offender having
licence (7)
Uniform black in
part (6)
Brought up one
cold meal (6)
Counters
detective
crossing river (5)
Rather small
queen on a
column (4)

